WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
normal procedure, these audiences lasted a quarter of an hour to twenty
minutes. King Alexander kept me with him for over an hour and a
half, and I still have my letters of credence, which I forgot to hand to
him. That was the beginning of our friendship. He spoke to me at
length of the difficulties and problems of the new State. "What I
require," he said, "is forty years of peace in which to build up a tradi-
tion of honest administration. That is the only true foundation for
Yugoslav unity." It was in those words that he summed up the
situation that he had been at pains to explain to me in that first long
conversation.
A glance at the map of the Continent as rearranged after the first
World War—a study so strangely uncongenial to the great majority
of Englishmen—will suffice to indicate the key position, both as
regards Central Europe as well as the Balkan peninsula, of Yugoslavia,
by far the most interesting of the 1919 creations. Poland had existed
up to the end of the eighteenth century and Bohemia had not been
merged into Austria until 1620. There had, it is true, been at one time
both Serbian and Bulgarian Empires prior to the Ottoman conquests
of the fourteenth century, but the conception of a united Southern
Slav Federation was practically a new one, though that great pro-
tagonist of nationalism, Napoleon, had awakened the subconscious
spirit of Yugoslavism when he formed his new provinces of Illyria and
Dalmatia. But if the potential importance and ultimate future of
Yugoslavia were great and full of promise, the immediate difficulties
with which she was faced were no less immense, both externally and
internally.
Except for Germany, no country in Europe had so many frontiers
as Yugoslavia, though her area was only 100,000 square miles and her
population in 1930 under 15,000,000. And of those seven frontiers
but two could be regarded as comparatively friendly, namely Rou-
mania and Greece. Italy, Hungary, Albania, and Bulgaria were all
definitely hostile; while Austria, though weak and therefore temporarily
harmless, always represented the German menace from the north.
There was little doubt in the minds of most Yugoslavs in the early
19305 that one day, sooner rather than later, Austria would join the
German Reich. They were not blinded by wishful thinking in her
respect as were our British politicians. More than once the late King
Alexander said to me, "Yugoslavia's immediate danger is Italy; after
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